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We consider the problem of reliable epidemic dissemination of a rumor in a fully connected network of n
processes using push and pull operations. We revisit the random phone call model and show that it is possible
to disseminate a rumor to all processes with high probability using Θ(lnn) rounds of communication and only
n+o(n)messages of size b, all of which are asymptotically optimal and achievable with pull and push-then-pull
algorithms. This contradicts two highly-cited lower bounds of Karp et al. [1] stating that any algorithm in the
random phone call model running in O(lnn) rounds with communication peers chosen uniformly at random
requires at least ω(n) messages to disseminate a rumor with high probability, and that any address-oblivious
algorithm needs Ω(n ln lnn) messages regardless of the number of communication rounds. The reason for this
contradiction is that in the original work [1], processes do not have to share the rumor once the communication
is established. However, it is implicitly assumed that they always do so in the proofs of their lower bounds,
which, it turns out, is not optimal. Our algorithms are strikingly simple, address-oblivious, and robust against
εn adversarial failures and stochastic failures occurring with probability δ for any 0 ≤ {ε,δ } < 1. Furthermore,
they can handle multiple rumors of size b ∈ ω(lnn ln lnn) with nb + o(nb) bits of communication per rumor.
1 INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of reliable epidemic/gossip dissemination of a rumor in a fully connected
network of n processes using address-oblivious algorithms. In this class of algorithms, the local
decisions taken locally by each process are oblivious to the addresses of the other processes. Besides
dissemination [2], epidemic/gossip-based algorithms have been proposed to address a wide variety
of problems such as replicated database maintenance [3], failure detection [4], aggregation [5], code
propagation and maintenance [6], modeling of computer virus propagation [7], membership [8],
publish-subscribe [9], total ordering [10], and numerous distributed signal processing tasks [11].
The randomness inherent to the selection of the communication peers makes epidemic algorithms
particularly robust to all kinds of failures such as message loss and process failures, which tend to be
the norm rather than the exception in large systems. Their appeal also stems from their simplicity
and highly distributed nature. The amount of work studying theoretical models of epidemic
dissemination is vast and mainly focuses on establishing bounds for different dissemination models,
which we briefly describe below.
Push algorithms. The simplest epidemic dissemination algorithms are push-based, where
processes that know the rumor propagate it to other processes. Consider the following “infect
forever” push algorithm first introduced by Frieze and Grimmett [12]. The algorithm starts with a
single process knowing a rumor, and at every round, every informed process chooses fout processes
uniformly at random and forwards the rumor to them. Pittel [13] showed that for a network of size
n, logfout+1 n +
1
fout
lnn + O(1) rounds of communication are necessary and sufficient in probability
for every process to learn the rumor. There are other flavors of push algorithms [14, 15], although in
all cases, reaching the last few uninformed processes becomes increasingly costly as most messages
A brief announcement of this work was presented at PODC 2017.
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are sent to processes already informed. Push algorithms must transmit Θ(n lnn) messages if every
process is to learn a rumor with high probability1.
Pull algorithms. Instead of pushing a rumor, a different strategy is for an uninformed process
to ask another process chosen at random to convey the rumor if it is already in its possession.
Pulling rumors was first proposed and studied by Demers et al. [3], and further studied by Karp
et al. [1]. Pulling algorithms are advantageous when rumors are frequently created because pull
requests will more often than not reach processes with new rumors to share. However, issuing pull
requests in systems with little activity result in useless traffic.
Push-pull algorithms and the (polite) random phone call model. The idea to push and pull
rumors simultaneously was first considered by Demers et al. [3], and further studied in the seminal
work of Karp et al. [1] who considered the following random phone call model. At each round, each
process randomly chooses an interlocutor and calls it. If, say, Alice calls Bob, Alice pushes the rumor
to Bob if she has it, and pulls the rumor from Bob if he has it. Establishing communication (the
phone call itself) is free, and only messages that include the rumor are counted. It is paramount to
note that in the original work [1], processes do not have to share the rumor once the communication
is established, although it is implicitly assumed that they always do in the analysis of their lower
bounds. We thus define the polite random phone call model as it is used in the analysis of [1],
i.e., assuming that processes always share the rumor. We generalize this model, including the right
not to share the rumor, in the next section.
Using the polite random phone call model, Karp et al. [1] presented an algorithm that trans-
mits a rumor to every process with high probability using O(lnn) rounds of communication and
O(n ln lnn) messages. The idea is that the number of informed processes increases exponentially at
each round until approximately n2 processes are informed due to the push operations, after which
the number of uninformed processes shrinks quadratically at each round due to the pull operations.
The authors also prove that any algorithm in the polite random phone call model running in O(lnn)
rounds with communication peers chosen uniformly at random requires at leastω(n)messages, and
that any address-oblivious algorithm needs Ω(n ln lnn)messages to disseminate a rumor regardless
of the number of communication rounds. Even though these lower bounds are valid in this polite
random phone call model, the authors imply that they are valid in the more general model that
they defined, which is false. We break both lower bounds in this article.
The work of Karp et al. [1] is widely cited. Their push-pull algorithm is leveraged as a primitive
block in numerous settings, but more worrisome, their lower bounds are wrongly used as funda-
mental limits of epidemic dissemination algorithms, which sometimes lead to cascaded errors. A
relevant example here is the work of Fraigniaud and Giakkoupis [16] on the total number of bits
exchanged in the random phone call model. The authors presented a push-pull algorithm with
concise feedback that requires O(lnn) rounds and O(n(b + ln lnn lnb)) bits to disseminate a rumor
of size b, as well as a lower bound of Ω(nb + n ln lnn)) bits when the number of rounds is in O(n).
They proved the nb term of the lower bound for n ∈ ω(ln lnn), but relied on the false Ω(n ln lnn)
bound of [1] for the other term. Their correct lower bound is therefore Ω(nb), and only valid for
n ∈ ω(ln lnn).
1.1 Our contributions
Generalized (impolite) random phone call model. In the proofs of the original random phone
call model, rumors are transmitted in both directions whenever both players on the line have the
rumor. Our generalized model removes this restriction, and also allows multiple push and pull
1With high probability (w.h.p) means with probability at least 1 − O (n−c ) for a constant c > 0.
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phone calls per round. Let fout ≥ 1 and fin ≥ 1. At each communication round, each process: i) calls
between 0 and fin processes uniformly at random to request a rumor, ii) calls between 0 and fout
processes uniformly at random to push a rumor, and iii) has the option not to answer pull requests.
To keep the phone call analogy, our generalized model allows impolite parties: each player can call
multiple players, refuse to reply to pull requests, refuse to push a rumor, and refuse to request a
rumor at any given round.
We assume, like for the original model, that establishing the communication is free, and we
only count the number of messages that contain the rumor. The practical rationale behind this
assumption is that the cost of establishing the communication is negligible if the rumor is large or
if there are multiple rumors that can be transmitted in a single communication. We also assume
that the network is a complete graph, that the rounds are synchronous, and that processes can
reply to pull requests in the same round. Finally, we assume that a single process has a rumor to
share at the start of the dissemination process2.
We define three regular algorithms, all defined to halt after an agreed upon number of dissemi-
nation rounds. In the regular pull algorithm uninformed processes send exactly fin pull requests
per round, whereas informed processes never push, never send pull requests but always reply
to pull requests. In the regular push algorithm informed processes push the rumor to exactly
fout processes per round, whereas uninformed processes never send pull requests. Finally, the
regular push-then-pull algorithm consists of a regular push algorithm followed by a regular
pull algorithm. Note that the best protocols for the generalized random phone call model are
strikingly simple and do not require, for instance, to define a complicated probability distribution
that determines who replies to what: we prove that the regular pull algorithm and the regular
push-then-pull algorithm are asymptotically optimal.
Breaking the lower bounds from [1]. The confusion from the lower bounds of Karp et al. [1]
stems from the fact that their model definition allows impolite behavior, but the proofs of their
lower bounds implicitly assume that processes always behave politely. More precisely, one the
one hand, (1) they define the model such that processes do not have to share the rumor once
the communication is established: “Whenever a connection is established between two players,
each one of them (if holding the rumor) has to decide whether to transmit the rumor to the other
player, typically without knowing whether this player has received the rumor already.” and (2) state
their lower bounds as such: “[...] any address-oblivious algorithm [...] needs to send Ω(n ln lnn)
messages for each rumor regardless of the number of rounds. Furthermore, we give a general lower
bound showing that time- and communication-optimality cannot be achieved simultaneously using
random phone calls, that is, every algorithm that distributes a rumor in O(lnn) rounds needs ω(n)
transmissions.” On the other hand, in the proofs of their lower bounds in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 it is
implicitly assumed that processes always pull and push the rumor each time a communication is
established. This is not optimal and allows us to break both lower bounds. The idea that selectively
not replying and not pushing might be beneficial is never discussed.
Optimal algorithms with O(lnn) rounds and n + o(n) messages of size b. If we discount
the cost of establishing the communication (the phone call), it is natural to let processes choose
whether or not to call, and whether or not to reply when called. This generalization makes a huge
difference: we show that the regular pull and push-then-pull algorithms disseminate a rumor of
size b to all processes with high probability in O(lnn) rounds of communication using only n+o(n)
messages of size b. The idea is simple: we do not push old rumors because doing so results in a
large communication overhead.
2We handle multiple rumors over a long period of time in Section 5.
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Consider the regular pull algorithm. We prove that this algorithm requires Θ(logfin+1 n) rounds
of communication, n − 1 messages of size b when fin = 1, and O(n) messages if fin ∈ O(1). This
algorithm is optimal for the generalized phone call model. First, its message complexity is optimal
since any algorithm requires at least n − 1 messages. Second, its bit complexity is optimal for
b ∈ ω(ln lnn) from the (corrected) Ω(nb) lower bound of Fraigniaud and Giakkoupis [16]. Third,
if f = fin = fout, we prove that its round complexity is asymptotically optimal by showing that
pushing and pulling at the same time using potentially complex rules is unnecessary: any algorithm
in the generalized random phone call model requires Ω(logf +1 n) rounds of communication to
disseminate a rumor with high probability.
Despite its utter simplicity, the regular pull algorithm exhibits strong robustness against ad-
versarial and stochastic failures. Let δ be the probability that a phone call fails, and let ε · n be
a set of processes, excluding the process initiating the rumor, initially chosen by an adversary
to fail at any point during the execution of the algorithm. We prove that for any 0 ≤ ε < 1 and
0 ≤ δ < 1, O(logfin+1 n) rounds of communication remain sufficient to inform all processes that do
not fail with high probability. The number of transmitted messages when failures occur remains
asymptotically optimal.
Although pushing is never required asymptotically, in practice the best approach is to push
when the rumor is young until the expected communication overhead reaches an agreed upon
threshold, and then pull until all processes learn the rumor with the desired probability. The regular
push-then-pull algorithm is thus asymptotically optimal when fin ∈ O(1) as long as the number of
messages transmitted during the push phase is in O(n).
We also prove that when b ∈ ω(lnn ln lnn), the regular pull and push-then-pull algorithms can
be modified to handle multiple and possibly concurrent rumors over a long period of time with
nb + o(nb) bits of communication per rumor. This is optimal as it matches the Ω(nb) lower bound
of [16].
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We present related work in Section 2, followed
by an analysis of pull algorithms in Section 3. We discuss push–pull algorithms in Section 4 and
handle multiple rumors in Section 5.
2 RELATEDWORK
Multiple approaches have been proposed to overcome the overhead (number of messages, number
of rounds and number of transmitted bits) of epidemic dissemination algorithms, especially the two
lower bounds of Karp et al. [1]. By allowing direct addressing in the random phone call model, Avin
and Elsässer [17] presented an algorithm requiring O(√lnn) rounds by building a virtual topology
between processes, at the cost of transmitting a larger number of more complex messages. Haeupler
and Malkhi [18] generalized the work with a gossip algorithm running in O(ln lnn) rounds and
sending O(1) messages per node with O(lnn) bits per message, all of which are optimal. The main
insight of their algorithm is the careful construction and manipulation of clusters. Panagiotou et
al. [19] removed the uniform assumption of the random phone call model and presented a push-pull
protocol using Θ(ln lnn) rounds. The number of calls per process is fixed for each process, but
follows a power law distribution with exponent β ∈ (2, 3). This distribution has infinite variance
and causes uneven load balancing, with some processes that must call O(n) processes at every
round. Doerr and Fouz [20] presented a push-only protocol spreading a rumor in (1 + o(1)) log2 n
rounds and using O(nf (n)) messages for an arbitrary function f ∈ ω(1). It assumes that each
process possesses a permutation of all the processes. Doerr et al. [21] disseminate information by
randomizing the whispering protocols of [22, 23]. Alistarh et al. [24] designed a gossip protocol with
a O(n)message complexity by randomly selecting a set of coordinators that collect and disseminate
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the rumors using overlay structures. Their algorithm is robust against oblivious failures. Processes
are allowed to keep a communication line open over multiple rounds and can call O(n) processes
per round.
Work on epidemic dissemination was done in other contexts and with different constraints,
such as topologies other than the complete graph [25, 26], communication with latency [27] and
asynchronicity [28].
3 THE REGULAR PULL ALGORITHM IS ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL
In this section, we focus on pull-only algorithms. Our first observation is that on expectation,
pulling is always at least as good as pushing, although the higher variance of pull at the early stage
of the dissemination makes pulling less efficient when the rumor is new. For instance, starting with
one informed process and fin = fout = 1, it takes Θ(lnn) pull rounds to inform a second process
with high probability, whereas a single push round suffices. The behavior reverses when the rumor
is old: if n − 1 processes are already informed, a single pull round informs the last process with high
probability but Θ(lnn) push rounds are needed. Despite these differences, our second observation
is that pulling and pushing have the same asymptotic round complexity. Our third observation is
that the regular pull algorithm is asymptotically optimal, thus pushing is not required. Our fourth
observation is that the regular pull algorithm asymptotically requires the same round, bit, and
message complexity even in the presence of a large number of adversarial and stochastic failures.
Note that in the generalized random phone call model, processes push and pull requests uniformly
at random but independently (i.e., with replacement), thus they can push the rumor to themselves,
call themselves, and have multiple push messages and/or pull requests colliding in the same round.
Of course in practice, in a given round, a process will not send multiple pull requests or multiple
push messages to the same process, nor will it call itself. Instead, it will select a uniform random
sample among the other processes in the network. Our reason for this definition is twofold. First,
choosing interlocutors independently and uniformly at random is more amenable to mathematical
analysis, especially upper bounds. Second, we prove that choosing f processes uniformly at random
with replacement, or choosing a uniform random sample of size f without replacement among the
other n − 1 processes, are asymptotically equivalent when f ∈ O(n). We prove this by matching
lower bounds obtained from random samples with upper bounds obtained with interlocutors
selected independently and uniformly at random.
Definition 3.1. Let 0 ≤ ur ≤ n be the number of uninformed processes at round r , Epull[ur ] the
expected number of uninformed processes at round r with the regular pull algorithm, and Epush[ur ]
the expected number of uninformed processes at round r with the regular push algorithm. For the
number of informed processes at round r , we similarly define ir , Epull[ir ] and Epush[ir ]. It is clear
that n = ur + ir = Epull[ur ] + Epull[ir ] = Epush[ur ] + Epush[ir ].
If processes send pull requests independently and uniformly at random, P(ur+1 | ur ) follows a
binomial distribution with mean
Epull[ur+1 | ur ] = ur ·
(ur
n
) fin
(1)
whereas if they select a uniform random sample without replacement among the other (n − 1)
processes we obtain
Epull[ur+1 | ur ] = ur ·
(ur
fin
)(n−1
fin
) = n − ur ur (ur − 1) . . . (ur − fin + 1)
n(n − 1) . . . (n − fin + 1) = n − ur
(ur )fin
(n − 1)fin
(2)
where (·)· is the falling factorial notation.
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Lemma 3.2. If fout = fin, then Epull[ur+1 |ur ] ≤ Epush[ur+1 |ur ].
Proof. We prove the lemma with processes chosen independently and uniformly at random.
Let f = fin = fout. For the pull version, we saw that
Epull[ur+1 | ur ] = ur ·
(ur
n
) f
(3)
whereas for the push version we can show that
Epush[ur+1 | ur ] = ur
(
1 − 1
n
) f (n−ur )
. (4)
From Eq. (3) and (4), it is clear that the lemma holds when ur = 0, ur = n − 1, and ur = n. For the
other values of ur , we prove that(ur
n
) f
≤
((
1 − 1
n
)n−ur ) f
⇔
(
n − 1
n
)n−ur
− ur
n
≥ 0. (5)
Let д(x) ≜ ( n−1n )n−x − xn . Since д(0) ≥ 0 and д(n − 1) = 0, we prove that д(x) ≥ 0 for every
x ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n − 1} by showing that д′(x) ≤ 0 over the interval [0,n − 1]. We have
д′(x) = −
(
n − 1
n
)n−x
ln
(
n − 1
n
)
− 1
n
=
( n
n − 1
)x (n − 1
n
)n
ln
( n
n − 1
)
− 1
n
(6)
which is an increasing function with respect to x . To complete the proof, we verify that д′(n−1) ≤ 0:
д′(n − 1) =
( n
n − 1
) (n−1) (n − 1
n
)n
ln
( n
n − 1
)
− 1
n
≤ n − 1
n
( n
n − 1 − 1
)
− 1
n
= 0.
(7)
□
We now bound the expected progression of the regular pull algorithm, and later use it to derive
lower bounds on its round complexity.
Lemma 3.3. Epull[ir+1 | ir ] ≤ ir · (fin + 1).
Proof. We prove the lemma with processes chosen from a uniform random sample using Eq. (2).
We fix n and ur and prove the lemma by induction on fin.
Basis step. The lemma is clearly true for x = fin = 0.
Inductive step. Let 0 ≤ x ≤ n − 2 be an integer. We assume that n −ur (ur )x(n−1)x ≤ ir (x + 1), which is
equivalent to
ur
(ur )x
(n − 1)x ≥ n − ir (x + 1) (8)
and must show that
n − ur (ur )x (ur − x)(n − 1)x (n − 1 − x) ≤ ir (x + 2) ⇔ S ≜ n − ur
(ur )x (ur − x)
(n − 1)x (n − 1 − x) − ir (x + 2) ≤ 0. (9)
Substituting the left side of Eq. (8) for its right side in Eq. (9), and replacing ur by n − ir , we have
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S ≤ n − (n − ir (x + 1))n − ir − x
n − 1 − x − ir (x + 2)
≤ n(ir − 1) − ir (x + 1)(ir − 1)
n − x − 1 − ir
≤ ir − 1 − (x + 1)(ir − 1)
2
n − x − 1 − ir
≤ −(x + 1)(ir − 1)
2
n − x − 1
≤ 0.
(10)
□
Lemma 3.4. If fin ∈ O(lnn), the regular pull algorithm starting with nlnn informed processes informs
all processes with high probability in Θ(logfin+1 lnn) rounds.
Proof. For the lower bound, it is clear from Lemma 3.3 that Ω(logfin+1 lnn) are required to reach
all processes on expectation, thus required to inform all processes with high probability. For the
upper bound, the proof for fin = 1 consists of the points 3 and 4 in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of
Karp et al. [1]. We generalize their proof for an arbitrary fin.
Recall that Epull[ut | ut−1] = (ut−1)
fin+1
nfin
and that we start with at most u0 = n − nlnn uninformed
processes. We use the following Chernoff bound from [29]:
P(X ≥ (1 + δ )µ) ≤ e− δ
2µ
3 , 0 < δ < 1.
If ut−1 ≥ (lnn)
4
fin+1n
fin
fin+1 , it follows that
P
(
ut ≥
(
1 + 1lnn
) (ut−1)fin+1
nfin
)
≤ e− 13 ln2 n
∈ o (n−c ) for any constant c
and we can deduce that
ut ≤
(
1 + 1lnn
) (ut−1)fin+1
nfin
(11)
with high probability. Applying Eq. (11) recursively, we obtain
ut ≤ (u0)(fin+1)t
(
1 + 1lnn
nfin
) (fin+1)t −1
fin
(12)
Replacing u0 by n − nlnn , and t by 4 logfin+1 lnn we obtain
ut ≤
(
n − nlnn
) (fin+1)t ( 1 + 1lnn
nfin
) (fin+1)t −1
fin
≤ n
(
1 − 1lnn
) ln4 n (
1 + 1lnn
) ln4 n
≤ n
(
1 − 1
ln2 n
) ln4 n
∈ o(1)
(13)
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which shows that we need O(logfin+1 lnn) rounds to reach the point where there are at most
(lnn) 4fin+1n
fin
fin+1 uninformed processes with high probability. Note that this step is unnecessary if
fin is large enough with respect to n since (lnn)
4
fin+1n
fin
fin+1 ≥ n − nlnn .
At this stage, the probability that an uninformed process remains uninformed after each subse-
quent round is at most
(ur
n
) fin ≤ ©­« (lnn)
4
fin+1n
fin
fin+1
n
ª®¬
fin
≤ (lnn)
4
√
n
. (14)
Hence after a constant number of additional rounds, we inform every remaining uninformed
process with high probability.
□
Corollary 3.5. If fin ∈ Ω(lnn), the regular pull algorithm starting with nlnn informed processes
informs all processes with high probability in Θ(1) rounds.
Theorem 3.6. The regular pull algorithm disseminates a rumor to all processes with high probability
in Θ(logfin+1 n) rounds of communication.
Proof. For the lower bound, it is clear from Lemma 3.3 that Ω(logfin+1 n) rounds are required in
expectation to inform all processes, and thus necessary to inform all processes with high probability.
We now show that O(logfin+1 n) rounds suffice when fin ∈ O(lnn) (the statement for fin = 1 is
implicitly discussed without proof in [1]).
In a first phase, we show that O(logfin+1 n) rounds are sufficient to inform lnn processes with high
probability. Let c0 ≥ 1 be a constant. In this case, we show that for stages k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , ln lnn},
if ir = 2k processes are informed, then after ρk ≜ c0
⌈ logfin+1 n
2k
⌉
rounds, the number of informed
processes doubles with high probability, i.e., ir+ρk ≥ 2k+1 with high probability. At every round of
stage k , each pull request has a probability at least 2kn of reaching an informed process, thus after
ρk rounds and ρk · fin pull requests, the probability that an uninformed process learns the rumor is
bounded by
p ≥ 1 −
(
1 − 2
k
n
)ρk ·fin
≥ 2
kρk fin
n
− 2
2kρ2k f
2
in
n2
. (15)
The probabilityT to inform l = ir = 2k processes or less in stage k is upper bounded by the left tail
of the binomial distribution with parameters p and N = ur = n − 2k . We can bound this tail using
the Chernoff bound
T ≤ exp
(
−(Np − l)
2
2Np
)
(16)
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which is valid when l ≤ Np. We can indeed apply this bound by showing that Np ≥ c0finln(fin+1) lnn +
o(1), which is greater than 2k when c0 ≥ 1. The Chernoff bound gives
T ≤ exp
(
−Np2 + l
)
≤ exp
(
−(n − 2
k )p
2 + 2
k
)
≤ exp
((
1 − c0 fin2 ln(fin + 1)
)
lnn + o(1)
)
∈ O
(
n
1− c0fin2 ln(fin+1)
)
(17)
and for any constant c > 0 we can find c0 such that T ∈ O (n−c ). This first phase, with the k stages,
requires
ln lnn∑
k=0
ρk ≤ c0 logfin+1 n ·
ln lnn∑
k=0
2−k + c0(ln lnn + 1) ∼ 2c0 logfin+1 n rounds of communication
to inform 1 + 20 + 21 + · · · + 2ln lnn ≈ 2 lnn processes with high probability.
In a second phase, when lnn ≤ ir ≤ n(lnn)2 , we show that a constant number of rounds c1 is
sufficient to multiply the number of informed processes by fin + 1 with high probability. We use
the Chernoff bound of Eq. (16) with l = fin · ir , n − nlnn ≤ N ≤ n − lnn and p ≥ 1 −
(
1 − irn
)c1fin ≥
ir c1fin
n −
i2r c
2
1 f
2
in
2n2 . We obtain
T ≤ exp
(
−Np2 + l
)
≤ exp
(
−irc1 fin2 (1 − o(1)) + ir fin
)
≤ exp
(
lnn
(
1 − c12 + o(1)
))
∈ O
(
n1−
c1
2
)
(18)
and for any constant c > 0 we can find c1 such that T ∈ O (n−c ). This second phase requires
O(logfin+1 n) rounds of communication.
In a third phase, we can go from n(lnn)2 to
n
lnn informed processes in O(logfin+1 n) rounds of
communication since multiplying the number of informed processes by lnn at this stage cannot
be slower than during the first phase. Finally, in a fourth phase we saw in Lemma 3.4 that we
can go from nlnn to n informed processes with high probability with Θ
(
logfin+1 lnn
)
rounds of
communication.
We now summarize the proof of the upper bound when fin ∈ ω(lnn) and fin ∈ O(n). The different
cases must me handled with care, but we omit the details for simplicity purposes. In a first phase,
we show that O(logfin+1 n) rounds are sufficient to inform lnn processes with high probability. In a
second phase, if fin · ir ∈ o(n), we apply the Chernoff bound of Eq. (16) during O(logfin+1 n) rounds
to reach either nlnn informed process with high probability, or fin · ir ∈ Θ(n) (the Chernoff bound
must be changed when fin · ir ∈ Θ(n)). If fin · i ∈ Θ(n), we again apply Eq. (16) during a constant
number of rounds to reach c2 · n informed processes with c2 < 1 with high probability. Finally, in a
last phase, we go from c2 · n or nlnn to n informed processes with high probability using Lemma 3.4.
□
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Corollary 3.7. If fin ∈ O(1), then the total number of messages (replies to pull requests) required
by the regular pull algorithm is in Θ(n). In particular, the communication overhead is 0 when fin = 1.
Proof. It is clear that a process cannot pull a rumor more than fin times since it stops requesting
it in the rounds that follow its reception. □
We now prove that the round complexity of the regular pull algorithm is asymptotically optimal
for the generalized random phone call model.
Theorem 3.8. If f = fin = fout, any protocol in the generalized random phone call model requires
Ω(logf +1 n) rounds of communication to disseminate a rumor to all processes with high probability.
Proof. Let f = max(fin, fout). If we only push messages, it is clear that the number of informed
processes increases at most by a factor of (fout + 1) per round. If we only pull messages, we saw in
Lemma 3.3 that the number of informed processes increases at most by a factor of (fin+1) per round
in expectation. If all processes simultaneously push and pull at every round, the number of informed
processes increases at most by a factor of (fin+1)(fout+1) per round in expectation, thus the number
or rounds required to informed all processes is at least log(fout+1)(fin+1) n ≥ log(f +1)2 n ∈ Ω(logf +1 n).
□
We now show that the regular pull algorithm is robust against adversarial and stochastic failures.
First, consider an adversary that fails ε ·n processes for 0 ≤ ε < 1, excluding the process starting the
rumor. Before the execution of the algorithm, the adversary decides which processes fail, and for
each failed process during which round it fails. Once a process fails, it stops participating until the
end of the execution, although it may still be uselessly called by active processes. We also consider
stochastic failures, in the sense that each phone call fails with probability δ for 0 ≤ δ < 1. Note
that both types of failures are independent of the execution.
The main difference introduced by the failures is that we can no longer go from nlnn to n informed
processes in O(logf +1 lnn) rounds because there is a non-vanishing probability that pull requests
either target failed processes or result in failed phone calls. We nevertheless show that the regular
pull algorithm can disseminate a rumor to all (1 − ε)n good (i.e., non-failed) processes with high
probability with the same asymptotic round complexity.
Theorem 3.9. Let 0 ≤ ε < 1, and let 0 ≤ δ < 1. If ε · n processes, excluding the initial process with
the rumor, fail adversarially, and if phone calls fail with probability δ , then the regular pull algorithm
still disseminates a rumor to all (1 − ε)n good processes with high probability in Θ(logfin+1 n) rounds
of communication.
Proof. It is clear that the lower bound remains valid when there are failures. We prove the
upper bound for fin ∈ O(lnn), but as we mentioned for Theorem 3.6 we can adapt the proof for
fin ∈ ω(lnn) by carefully applying Chernoff bounds in different phases.
Note that the earlier a process fails, the more damage it causes. We thus assume that the ε · n
processes fail at the beginning of the execution, which is the worst possible scenario. We can use
the first three phases of the proof of Theorem 3.6 with minor modifications (only multiplicative
constants change) and prove that O(logfin+1 n) rounds are sufficient to go from 1 to nlnn informed
processes with high probability.
We now show that we need c2 logfin+1 n rounds to go from
n
lnn to c1 · n informed processes with
high probability for some arbitrary c1 < 1 − ε . We again use the Chernoff bound of Eq. (16) with
ir =
n
lnn , l = c1 · n and N = (1 − ε)n − nlnn . If c2 is a large enough constant, the probability that a
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process learns a rumor during that phase is
p ≥ 1 −
(
1 − (1 − δ )ir
n
) finc2 logfin+1 n ≥ 1 − (1 − 1 − δlnn )
finc2 lnn
ln(fin+1) ≥ 1 − e−c2(1−δ ) ≜ c3. (19)
The Chernoff bound gives
T ≤ exp
(
−Np2 + l
)
≤ exp
(
−c3n
(
1 − ε − 1lnn
)
+ c1n
)
≤ exp (n (−c3 + c3ε + c1 + o(1)))
(20)
and we can choose c2 such that T ≤ ec4n with c4 < 0. This guarantees T ∈ O (n−c ) for any c > 0.
Starting from c1n informed processes, the probability that a process is informed in any subsequent
round is bounded byp ≥ 1−
(
n−c1(1−δ )n
n
) fin ≥ 1−(1−c1(1−δ ))fin . After r such rounds, the probability
that a process remains uninformed is thus upper bounded by (1−c1(1−δ ))finr , and for this probability
to be bounded by n−c we need
(1 − c1(1 − δ ))finr ≤ n−c ⇔ r ≥ c lnnln 11−c1(1−δ ) fin
≥ c4 logf +1 n for some constant c4. (21)
Hence, O(logf +1 n) rounds are sufficient to go from c1n to (1 − ε)n informed processes with high
probability.
□
Note that adversarial and stochastic failures do not increase the message complexity of the
regular pull algorithm: uninformed processes that fail decrease the number of rumor transmissions,
and failed phone calls do not exchange the rumor. We could, however, consider that messages
containing the rumor are dropped with probability 0 ≤ γ < 1. Theorem 3.9 also holds in this
instance, but the number of messages increases by an unavoidable factor of 11−γ .
4 THE REGULAR PUSH-THEN-PULL ALGORITHM IS ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL
As we demonstrated in this work, pushing is asymptotically unnecessary. Of course, practitioners
have known for thirty years that it is preferable to push when the rumor is young, and to pull
when the rumor is old [3]. It appears, however, that most researchers are unaware that pushing
and pulling at the same time is not optimal. It also seems that both practitioners and researchers
are unaware of the benefits of switching from the push to the pull phase early enough.
The regular push-then-pull algorithm leverages the push and pull strategies when they are at
their best, and decreases the prohibitive communication overhead caused by pushing messages
to processes already informed. When fin ∈ O(1), as long as the communication overhead of the
push phase is in O(n), the algorithm is asymptotically optimal. Note that even if pulling when the
rumor is young incurs little overhead, one should substitute pull requests with push messages; for
instance, a young rumor is more likely to propagate early using a regular push algorithm with
fout = 2 than if pushing and pulling at the same time with fout = fin = 1.
Another advantage of the regular push-then-pull algorithm is that we can estimate with great
precision the number of push rounds to reach a predefined communication overhead threshold.
This is further discussed in the extended version of [30], where it is proved, for instance, that
running the push phase for logfout+1 n − logfout+1 lnn rounds guarantees that the communication
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overhead is in O
(
n
(lnn)2
)
. This makes no difference asymptotically compared to the regular pull
algorithm, but in practice it bypasses the slow pull dissemination of young rumors while ensuring
a bounded communication overhead. The number of messages quickly grows to ω(n) if the push
phase is too long: with fout = fin = 1, if we run the push phase during log2 n + Θ(ln lnn) rounds
followed by a pull phase of O(ln lnn) rounds, the resulting push-then-pull algorithm exhibits the
behavior of the seminal push-pull algorithms of Karp et al. [1] and requires Θ(n ln lnn) messages.
5 HANDLING MULTIPLE RUMORS
We can easily modify the regular pull and push-then-pull algorithms to handle multiple rumors of
size b over a long period of time as follows. First, processes append the age of the rumors to the
messages containing them so that they know when to switch from the push to the pull phase, and
when to stop their dissemination. If needed, these messages can also include the identifier of the
process that first created the rumor to distinguish identical rumors initiated by multiple processes
concurrently. Second, processes transmit the identity of the active rumors they already know
with the pull requests to avoid receiving them multiple times during their pull phase. If fin = 1,
and if the overhead at the end of the push phase is in o(n), then the resulting algorithms require
the transmission of n + o(n) messages containing each rumor and O(n lnn lnb) + (n + o(n))(b +
ln lnn) bits of communication per rumor. If b is between ω(ln lnn) and o(lnn ln lnn), the push-pull
algorithm with concise feedback of Fraigniaud and Giakkoupis [16] using O(n(b + ln lnn lnb))) bits
is asymptotically better. However, if b ∈ ω(lnn ln lnn), which is the case for most applications of
interest, our algorithm requires nb +o(nb) bits. This is optimal and better than the algorithm of [16]
which requires c · nb bits for a constant c ≥ 1 based on the probability of imperfect dissemination.
Again, asymptotically both solutions are equivalent, but we expect the simplicity of our approach
and its multiplicative constant of 1 to make a significant difference for practical applications.
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